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About This Game

Throne Quest is a language-less, seem-less open-world Action Role Playing Game (ARPG). Delve into the adventurous world
full of dungeons and forts, fighting 90 types of vicious monsters and search for over 150 unique items of loot. Switch between
12 classes throwing your axes, fire, harps and even a djenty guitar in fast-paced combat whilst gulping potions and collecting
drops to level-up and become a champion with one epic Quest- to claim the Throne held by demon boss in the central castle.
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Title: Throne Quest
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Valorware
Publisher:
Valorware
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Pentium 4 or Athlon XP or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce FX 5700+ / ATI Radeon 9500+

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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I played and completed 9th dawn II. I was expecting this game to be similar or better. Its worse. Trying refund now.. I've played
about 90 minutes so far, and it's fun for what it is. It's not a full RPG like 9th Dawn, so if you go in to it expecting that, you will
be disappointed. It's more of an exploration-based, twin-stick shooter dungeon crawler. I assume it works with the mouse also
but I've only used a controller.

There doesn't appear to be any text anywhere in the game. No one speaks to you and there are no text descriptions of items; just
icons and numbers. This was a little confusing at first and I'm still not sure I understand all of them.

There seems to be quite a lot of dungeons, caves and other areas to explore. The world map is quite large. I do wish there was a
little more direction on what I'm supposed to be doing. There is a flashing icon on the map, which I assume to be the main goal.
I'm just wandering around, exploring things and getting levels and upgrades. I'm finding several locked gates that I can't yet
figure out how to unlock. I have no idea how long it will take to finish, but I feel as though I've barely scratched the surface so
far.

There is 1 weapon slot and 4 "ring" slots that apprently will take more than just rings. Almost everything I pick up seems to have
some type of stat on it and can go in one of the ring slots. I think I have scorpion claws in two of the slots at the moment that
raise my attack rating.

Overall, I think it was worth the low price of 4 bucks.
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